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1 Migration - Major concerns
• Uneven growth process - leads to inter sectorial migration and may make the developmental process

more uneven.

• Can market forces resolve the problem?
– The answer is yes, if we assume wages are flexible to absorb excess demand/supply of labour.

– However, that is not necessarily true in reality. Example, sticky wage in formal sectors.

A related example is rural-urban migration.

• Rural economy
– Agricultural sector - flexible wage

• Urban economy, typically comprises of
– Formal industrial sector - inflexible and relatively high wage

– Informal sector - flexible wage

We look at the problem from two different perspectives

• Size of informal sector

• Efficient productivity of labour
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2 Basic Framework
As a point of comparison, first consider two sectors with completely flexible wages.

• In equilibrium, we expect to see the same wage between sectors.

• Further, the marginal productivity of labor should also be the same across sectors.

• In equilibrium, full employment.

(Figure 10.4)
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What may generate the informal sector here? Consider the following simplified form of Harris-Todaro
model.

• Inflexible wage in the formal sector, say at , so that only  amount of labor is absorbed in the
formal sector. If agricultural sector can absorb remaining labor, agricultural wage will be set at
. But there will always be an incentive to migrate because of wage difference. It cannot be an
equilibrium unless migration is restricted by other means.

(Figure 10.5)

Consider the possibility of having an urban informal sector with wage .
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• In equilibrium, solve for ( ) so that
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 +


 + 

 = .

(Figure 10.7)

3 Size of informal sector
Note that in the above equilibrium, people were indifferent between migration and no migration, but ex
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post they are not. People who migrated and ended up with jobs in informal sectors are on lower utility
curve now.

The informal sector, in the above model, is generated effectively to counterweight the attractiveness
of the formal sector and to control the migration process. The consequences are typically bad in the
development process.

How does a policy of job creation in the formal sector work here?
Surprisingly, the size of informal sector may increase.

To see this, first consider the short run (before new migration takes place) effect.
• Demand curve for the formal sector moves to right. Let 0 denote the new supply. Informal sector

shrinks. Expected wage increases.

Long run effect
• New migration takes place. Agricultural wage therefore increases. In equilibrium solve for (0 0)

so that


0
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0
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 = 0.

• Since 0  , it is easy to see that 0

0
+

0


 

+
, implying that the fraction of urban labor in the

informal sector shrinks, however, it may well be the case that 0  . Unfortunately, this was what
exactly happened in many developing countries.
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4 Productive efficiency
Recall that marginal products of labor were the same across sectors, when both sectors had flexible
wage. Considering this as a benchmark, let us see how much we deviate when we have high inflexible
wage in the formal sector.

4.1 Restricted migration

Assume that migration is not allowed in our framework.
(Figure 10.8)
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Overuse of labor in the agricultural sector and under-use of labor in the formal sector. Removing the
informal sector is surely not a way to ensure efficient outcome.

4.2 Subsidizing the formal sector

• A subsidy of amount  increases the size of formal sector. In equilibrium,  will be decided so that
 = . We have overuse of labor in the formal sector and under-use of labor in the agricultural
sector. (discussion in class)

(Figure 10.9)
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• A combination of subsidy and restricted migration can work (discussion in class)
(Figure 10.10)

However, restricted migration is typically difficult to implement.
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4.3 Subsidizing both sectors

(discussion in class)
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